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This seminar aims to:

} Discuss specific ED Preparation required for desensitisation 
(phase 4)

} Discuss how to use psychoeducation to challenge eating 
disorder myths and blocking beliefs that can interfere with 
successful reprocessing 

} Give examples of educational interweaves that can  be used 
for blocked processing 
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The Importance of Psycho-education 
as Preparation for EMDR 
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} Do people with Eating Disorders know the facts 
about balanced eating and body weight regulation?

} Do professionals in specialist E/D work know the 
facts about balanced eating and body weight 
regulation?

} Cordery,H. & Waller. G. (2006) Nutritional knowledge of health care professionals 
working in the eating disorders. European Eating Disorders Review ,14(6), 462–
467
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} Significant gaps in knowledge are often present

} E/D MYTHS often manifest as blocking beliefs  in the 
desensitisation phase

} Preparatory education and planning with client re. their 
blocking beliefs and knowledge gaps ensures smoother and 
quicker reprocessing 
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} To challenge common myths  and fill in knowledge gaps 

} Give corrective factual information that will be used as 
educational interweaves in instances of blocked processing

} To make a case against dieting

} Create cognitive dissonance – facilitate the acceptance of 
new information that challenges previously held 
views/values/beliefs → increases motivation to change
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How to deliver the 
Psychoeducation?
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Question/ Answer Quiz

Eating Disorders Awareness Test  
Originally devised by Treasure & Schmidt (1997)

Adapted by Pam Virdi
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Preparing for Blocks to 
Reprocessing
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} Identify myths and blocking beliefs in the form of 
N.C’s

} Discuss and prepare appropriate P.C’s in 
collaboration with the client 

} Can use ED myths and blocking beliefs worksheet
(Worksheet 1) (Eileen Freedland 2003 Conference Presentation)
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Small Group Exercise

Develop P.C’s for the N.C’s on Worksheet (2)

10 mins 
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} Assessment (activating the target for reprocessing)
for ED Myth/Blocking Belief  (Worksheet 3) 

} Example: “If I eat carbohydrates, I’ll get fat”
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FINAL QUESTIONS?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS!

pamvirdi315@gmail.com 

Tel: 07766974015
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